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28. Safe House: Children’s Commissioner
Anne Longfield, is calling on the UK police
service to pilot a ‘one stop shop’ support
project to help victims of child sexual abuse.

29. Counterfeit Kings: International gangs
dealing in fake money, medicine and passports
are pedalling their wares online in a bid to
pocket millions of ill-gotten gains. 

34. Abuser sentenced: A British man who
used his position as a school teacher in
Malaysia to groom families and gain access to
their children has been sentenced to life in
prison after pleading guilty.

36. Coercive Control: The UK has seen the
first person jailed for a new offence of
controlling or coercive behaviour that came
into force at the end of last year. The
Investigator reports.

38. Legal Highs: A blanket ban has been
placed on so called ‘legal high’ drugs. The
Investigator reports.

40. Operation Seventy: A joint operation
involving Kent Police and the National Crime
Agency resulted in the largest seizure of
automatic weapons ever made on the UK
mainland. The Investigator reports.

42. Money Laundering: The UK has
announced the biggest reforms to money
laundering regime in over a decade.

43. Victim Identification: Two additional
countries are now using a unique victim
identification system developed by the
Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI). 

CONTENTS
6. Digital Detective: The rapid expansion of
the digital world is forcing policing to take a
radical look at how it investigates crime both
online and offline. Carol Jenkins talks to NPCC
digital forensics lead Essex Police Chief
Constable Steve Kavanagh about the
challenges ahead.

10. Web of Intrigue: New research into the
illicit world of the Dark Web and the
criminality that is flourishing in this ‘secret’
area of the internet makes compelling reading
for investigators. 

14. Window of Opportunity: New
technology that can provide SIOs with a
unique ‘investigative window’ into a crime by
translating digital forensics data into
actionable intelligence has been launched in
the UK this month. 

17. Competition: Win a place on our Bitcoin
workshop

18. Bitcoin: Investigating crimes involving
virtual currency – one day workshop

21. Digital Discoveries: UK investigators are
to be given a unique insight into how cutting
edge digital forensics techniques can benefit
major investigations at a workshop this month
hosted by CCL Forensics. Carol Jenkins talks to
chairman and founder Andrew Krauze.

24. Investigating cyber crime: practical
workshop and training session

26. Line of Site: Cell site analysis experts have
developed new technology that is helping
investigators access vital mobile phone data in
the time it takes to make a cup of tea for a
suspect. 
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Forensic Analytics Ltd, PO Box 324,
Letchworth Garden City, SG6 9FL

www.forensicanalytics.co.uk
enquiries@forensicanalytics.co.uk

0800 158 3830

Automated Comms 
Data Analysis

Forensic Analytics

Centralised Comms 
Data Processing

AVAILABLE NOW
 Automated data cleansing
 Standard call schedules
 Standard Report per CDR
 Basic cell location mapping
 Low cleansing cost per CDR

Collaboration Server
AVAILABLE NOW

 Deployed within LEA network
 Share cases between users
 Flexible licensing
 Access cases from any 
CSAS Desktop

 Cross-case analysis

Desktop
AVAILABLE NOW

 Cleanse comms data
 Create court-ready exhibits
 Powerful analytical queries
 Integrated call mapping
 Exceptional accuracy & value

CSPs

CDAN

…or buy  
our book
The first full-length 
book to explore cell site 
analysis and forensic radio 
surveying, presented in a 
simple and accessible way

Available from Amazon or 
direct from us

bit.ly/cellsitetraining

Evidential – Audited – Proven – Trusted

Automating Comms Data Analysis 
& Cell Site Analysis
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As a self-confessed techno-phobe who has yet to take her shiny
new i-phone out of its box - it’s somewhat of a delicious irony
that much of the latest issue is devoted to new technology and
its role in the ever-evolving world of criminal investigation.

I suspect that my own personal reluctance to embrace the
trappings of this ‘brave new technological age’ is not unusual
and I’m sure there will be many of you who look upon these
developments with caution and in some cases dismay. 

Despite this reluctance, I accept the words of warning from
Chief  Constable Steve Kavanagh the NPCC digital forensics
lead in our feature ‘Digital Detective’ that the pace of
technological change is accelerating at such speed that we
have no choice but to keep up with this change if we are to
remain relevant in the coming years.

Having said that, it’s worth noting that while all of the
technology that is featured in this issue has the potential to
bring about enormous benefits in time and efficiency to an
investigation – the technology itself is not a panacea.

Andrew Krauze from CCL Forensics sums it up perfectly in his
article ‘Digital Discoveries’ when he talks about the symbiotic
relationship between technology and the expert who is
operating the technology. To have one without the other is like
having Morecambe without Wise or French without Saunders –
the two are inextricably linked and together make a pretty
unbeatable team.

For me, the most exciting development highlighted in our latest
issue is around moves to provide specific technology to the SIO
to support him or her in their decision making. Note the use of
the word ‘support’ as no matter how advanced technology
becomes there can be no substitute for good old fashioned
detective work but again – a combination of the right
technology with the right expertise and you have yourself a
pretty unbeatable combination.

I hope you enjoy reading the latest issue and I would be pleased
to hear from anyone who has any story ideas or would like to
feature their project or technology in the next issue.  I look
forward to meeting some of you at or upcoming events in June
and July and thank you for your continued support. 
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When 14-year-old Breck Bednar was found
brutally murdered in an Essex flat after being
groomed and lured to his death by an
internet predator – it served as a stark and
tragic reminder to the police and society
about how the internet has created new
opportunities for criminals to commit crime. 

The anonymity that the internet affords,
allowed Lewis Daynes, 19 to strike up a
relationship with Breck whilst playing video
games online – something that would have
been harder to do in person. 

Daynes persistently pursued innocent
churchgoer Breck until he had convinced him
to travel from his home in Surrey to meet
him in Essex where he carried out the brutal
stabbing. 

Internet growth
The case had particular resonance for NPCC
digital forensics lead Chief Constable Steve
Kavanagh as Breck’s death occurred in his
force area. 

For him, the case was a complete game-
changer in that it highlighted how the
incalculable growth of the online world is
now radically changing the way both
criminals commit crime and also how
vulnerable young people are to becoming
victims of crime. 

This in turn has now created a new landscape
where more traditional policing methods are
now becoming outdated and so the
challenge for policing is how it stay relevant
in the years ahead.

Opportunities
Mr Kavanagh is both realistic about the
challenges but positive about the
opportunities that exist for policing to
reinvent itself and continue to be relevant to
the society it serves. For Mr Kavanagh, the
journey began with the Breck Brednar
murder. 

“The threats the public are now facing in
2016 are distinctly different to anything we

Digital
Detective

t
he rapid expansion of the digital world is forcing
policing to take a radical look at how it investigates
crime both online and offline. Carol Jenkins talks to

NPCC digital forensics lead Essex Police Chief Constable
Steve Kavanagh about the challenges ahead.
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have experienced in the
past,” explained Mr
Kavanagh.

“The senseless murder
of Breck Brednar in my
own force area and the
terrible impact it had on
his family and his
community was for me
a real moment in
policing – a chance for
us to look very candidly
at how we do business and ask ourselves
‘how can we do things differently?’”

New threats
Mr Kavanagh believes that this ‘whole
obsession we have with bobbies on the beat
does now not reflect the threats that a 12-
year-old child is facing whilst sitting at the
kitchen table or in their bedroom when they
are surfing the internet.’ 

“Young people are now conducting their lives
online and not in geographical communities
so I’m not sure how relevant the traditional
British policing model is to them and their
lives,” he said. 

The answer isn’t as simple as transferring
already finite resources from the actual beat
to the virtual one. So is the future for
policing more problematic than it seems?

Online safety
Mr Kavanagh believes the answer is to work
with virtual communities to encourage them
to police themselves and to encourage
internet providers to play a greater role in
helping make the online world a safer place
to operate. 

“You have to create a community where the
users, providers and police work together so
that we change the emphasis from waiting
for a crime to happen online and then
reacting to trying to prevent crimes before
they occur.”

Collaboration
He also acknowledges that greater

collaboration on digital crime between forces
is key to developing a more robust approach
to online crime.

“Delivering this 43 times is no longer viable,
it’s ineffective and it creates a postcode
lottery around the country in terms of the
level of service we give to the public. Chiefs
are in favour of working collaboratively, they
want to deliver a better service that is more
relevant to the public and they now
recognise the economies of scale that can be
gained from greater collaborative working.”

NPCC role
He recognises that the NPCC has a pivotal
role to play in disseminating new ways of
working and a number of projects are being
carried out by a NPCC Capabilities
Management Group that is responsible for
drawing all the policing strands together.
Work is being conducted in the areas of
digital intelligence and investigation, social
media, child abuse and crime integrity. 

Funding
Mr Kavanagh chairs the Digital Board that is
currently conducting a number of work
programmes. These include looking at how
the public can better contact the police in a
digital age and how to more effectively
present digital evidence in court. The Home
Office has provided funding for that work to
take place following lobbying from the
NPCC. 

While he accepts that funding is always
going to be a thorny issue and that money is
tight, he believes the NPCC has an important
role in working with the Home Office to
secure extra funding for important work.
However, he admits that ‘in an age of

CC Steve Kavanagh
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austerity we are not able to invest in the way
we used to and so we will have to rebalance
and reshape what policing looks like with
limited resources.”

Crime recording
One of the areas that is in need of an
overhaul is crime recording methods that Mr
Kavanagh accepts are ‘still very 20th century.’

“What causes us concern is the volume of
unrecorded digital crime that is going on and
the lack of confidence the public has in
reporting digital crimes, the reality is that
banks are not reporting fraud as they don’t
want it to reflect their reputation and so the
police are almost becoming bystanders in
serious crimes such as major fraud.”

training
A big part of the policing response is to
provide better training for investigators in
how to effectively investigate and prevent
online crime so that they are able to provide
an effective service to the public. 

Mr Kavanagh is keen for the College of
Policing to provide clearer national standards
and to work with accredited providers to
facilitate training. 

“Officers have not been given the skills and
the confidence to deal with digital crime and
we acknowledge that we need to do better.
We have got to push the College harder on
making sure the standards are clear. 

We do recognise that the College cannot do
this on its own as there are over 100,000
officers than need training so we will need to
work closely with accredited providers to
make sure that officers have the necessary
skills to success police in the digital age.”

grooming
In terms of the most serious crime threats, Mr
Kavanagh believes that the proliferation and
industrialisation of child abuse imagery is
one of the biggest challenges. 

“The whole concept of the sexualisation of
children is a huge concern to us at the

moment. They are currently being exposed to
risks such as sexting and revenge porn and
we have got to understand the
embarrassment and reluctance of young
people to come forward and report these
incidents,” said Mr Kavanagh.

“We are also concerned about the grooming
that takes place on children and elderly and
vulnerable people, particularly those who are
lonely and try to make friends online. The
internet can be a great place for people to
get together but it can also be a dangerous
place.”

Greater engagement with the public to
explain to them the new priorities is also
important. Older residents at community
meetings still push for the police to become
involved in bicycles on the pavement and
anti-social behaviour. 

“The public needs to understand that we
can’t do everything all of the time. I’ve never
seen a time in policing when we have been
as thinly stretched as we are.”

In his own force, Mr Kavanagh made the
difficult decision to cut 150 Police
Community Support Officer (PCSO) jobs. 

Future challenges
Despite the limited funding, Mr Kavanagh
remains positive that the police service can
reshape and redefine itself to better reflect
the challenges of the digital age. He urges
investigators to take responsibility for their
own learning in order to keep up with the
new digital crime challenges. 

“If we want to remain a relevant and effective
police service then we cannot ignore the
challenges ahead.” he said. “If we embrace
them then I am convinced that within 24 to
36 months we can radically change our
whole approach to British policing so that we
are able to operate effectively in this new
digital landscape.”
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The Dark Web is a ‘hidden’ area of the
internet that is beyond the realms of most
internet users due to the fact it can’t be
accessed through conventional search
engines. The fact that individuals can remain
anonymous increases the potential for
criminal activity ranging from fraud to drugs
and pornography.  

There has also been very few studies
conducted about the Dark Web and the
extent of the criminality and other activity
that is conducted there. This means it has
been difficult for investigators to both
investigate and prevent crimes. 

New research by cyber crime experts
Intelliagg attempts to shine a welcome light
on the Dark Web. While the research
acknowledges that it is harbouring criminals
and that crimes due occur on the Dark Web
that can also be of ‘importance to freedom of
speech as a refuge from unwelcome
surveillance’ and so should be seen in a
wider context.

Misconceptions
It does accept that it is this lack of
understanding that has led to common
misconceptions about the Dark Web. The
first is that it is bigger than the internet.

New research into the illicit world of the Dark Web
and the criminality that is flourishing in this

‘secret’ area of the internet makes compelling
reading for investigators. Carol Jenkins reports.

Web of Intrigue

Issue 1 - 2016       www.the-investigator.co.uk
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“This is often because the Dark Web is
confused with what is known as the ‘Deep
Web’ which includes everything behind
firewalls and pay walls as well as the Internet
of Things that cannot be indexed,” the
research says. In fact, whereas the internet
comprises about 1.3 billion indexed websites
– the deep web is thought to be up to 500
times larger than that. 

tor network
It explains that all internet traffic is directed
between users by ‘routers’, networking
devices or software that steer data. The Dark
Web exists on an extra layer of routers that
together comprise the dark network. The
largest dark network is the Tor network. Tor
stands for The Onion Router and originated
in the US security establishments in the
1990s.

The research says that it adds encryption to
conceal a web user’s location and usage so
that these are resistant to surveillance and so
are truly anonymous. The domain names of
these hidden sites all end in ‘onion’ and they
are only accessible by using a Tor browser. 
Intelliagg experts mapped the Tor network
services which until now have not been
comprehensively catalogued. They

www.the-investigator.co.uk       Issue 1 - 2016 
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discovered that
the Tor based
Dark Web is

limited in size and
has only 30,000

‘onion’ addresses active
at any one time.

Methodology
Experts conducted their

research by using software to crawl through
the web and compile an index of its pages.
This was combined with Intelliagg’s ‘machine
learning intelligence classification system -
which are complex algorithms that are
trained by humans then sent off to classify
data automatically.

A total of 29,532 onion addresses were
identified during the sampling period and of
these fewer than half (46 per cent) were able
to be accessed by the experts. 

Findings
The research looked at the languages that
were used to communicate on the Dark Web
and found that 76 per cent of those using the
Dark Web used English with German at four
per cent and Chinese at 3.7 per cent. Other

detected languages were French, Russian and
Dutch to name but a few.

Dark Web services were discovered to be
broken down into eight categories:
pornography, carding sites, pharmaceuticals,
weapons, blogs, financial fraud sites, drugs
and fake documentation services.

Other key findings include:
• A total of 52 per cent of the sites were
classified as illegal under UK or US law which
means that nearly half of the sites are
legitimate. This is an important figure as it
puts into perspective the extent of the
criminality on the Dark Web.

Issue 1 - 2016       www.the-investigator.co.uk

Dark Web or Deep Web?
The research highlighted the confusion about the terms ‘Dark Web’ and ‘Deep Web’ and
said that the terms needed to be understood more fully in order to understand the extent
and nature of cyber crime.

The Dark Web is web content that cannot be reached without the use of specialised
encryption software, which means it is not indexed by search engines and those who use it
can do so with complete anonymity.

The Deep Web is everything on the web that exists behind firewalls and pay walls including
the ‘internet of things’ that cannot be indexed that is found by search engines using
keywords and metadata. 

the tor Network
The Tor Network (The Onion Router) is a network of routers that adds encryption to conceal
a web user’s location and usage so that these are resistant to surveillance and hence are
truly anonymous. The domain names of these hidden sites all end in ‘onion’ and they are
only accessible by using a Tor browser.

For more information on Intelliagg go to: www.intelliagg.com
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THE CELL SITE EXPERTS

@: enquiries@footprintinvestigations.com
W: www.thecellsiteexperts.com
T: 01527 467467

Footprint Investigations 
The Business Centre
Edward Street
Redditch
Worcestershire
B97 6HA

FICS 
Introducing the complete Software

solution for processing call data records
- in the blink of an eye.

Analytical work just became dynamic!
Now available on trial to all Agencies

Changing the world of Cell Site;
Fast – Accurate – Reliable

• With just 30,000 sites the Dark Web is much 

smaller than commonly thought and only a
small fraction of the size of the internet. 

• Tor hidden services have a number of
properties that make them useful to those
worried about ‘man in the middle attacks’ on
the internet - where a communication is
changed or intercepted, something

sometimes done
by government
agencies. 

However this
legitimate use of Tor has
yet to be employed
widely. Nonetheless, the experts
expect it to increase over time
and eventually the technologies
developed by the Tor project to become
mainstream with positive benefits for security
and privacy.

recommendations
As part of their research, Intelliagg
recommended that efforts are made to
further increase the transparency about the
contents of the Dark Web in order for it to
become the positive force for security and
privacy that they believe it can. 

Intelliagg will be continuing to monitor the
evolution regularly and the report represents
the first in a series that will help identify
future trends and developments. 



The unprecedented increase in the volume of
digital data that now underpins criminal
investigations has become both a blessing
and a curse for the Senior Investigating
Officer (SIO). 

Faced with a barrage of difficult decisions to
make about increasingly complex cases from
the outset, whilst SIOs realise that digital
data can be a game-changer in an
investigation – volume and complexity and
rapid change often makes it challenging to
translate the data into actionable intelligence
and put it into context of the investigation.

The advent of the role of the Digital Media
Investigator in UK policing has in part helped
bridge the gap between the technology
expert and the investigative expert; however
their presence is still limited in the majority
of forces and while very helpful responsibility
still lays on the shoulders of the SIO.

Intelligence

Digital forensics expert Cellebrite has this
month released new technology which it
claims could help solve the dilemma facing
SIOs around translating high volumes of data
into actionable intelligence. 

Its UFED series of products is now well-
established in law enforcement circles across
the world for helping hi-tech crime units
extract and decode data from digital devices.
While the name of its latest product - UFED
Analytics is similar – its remit is much wider.

It is the first time the company is offering a
solution specifically aimed at the SIO.

Yuval Ben Moshe, Vice President for Business
Development at Cellebrite explained that the
launch of the new technology this month is
the result of extensive research in the market
place that identified a need for investigators
to become more empowered when it comes
to making vital decisions concerning the
relevance of digital data in an investigation.

POWERING DEEPER 
DIGITAL DATA INSIGHTS
The Cellebrite UFED Analytics Platform Makes Data Actionable

POWERING DEEPER 
DIGITAL DATA INSIGHTS
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DIGITAL DATA INSIGHTS
The Cellebrite UFED Analytics Platform Makes Data Actionable

New technology that can provide SIOs with a unique
‘investigative window’ into a crime by translating

digital forensics data into actionable intelligence has been
launched in the UK this month. Carol Jenkins reports.
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Window of Opportunity



The technology
which is designed
specifically to be
used by
investigators
working in concert
with their digital
forensic
counterparts, can
automatically
generate reports
and provide real-
time visibility so
that they can
obtain the most
up-to-date picture
of an investigation at any one time. 

Culture change
Mr Ben Moshe points out that the most
exciting aspect of the new technology is not
only the technology itself but the impact it
could have on ways of working for the SIO.
Indeed it has the potential to bring about a
culture change in how investigators uses the
potential of digital evidence. 

“What we are saying to SIOs is that we are in
the brink of a change of work paradigm that
will require adapting and modifying the way

investigations are being
conducted in this digital
world,” he explained.

“If you want to investigate
the physical world then
you have to be able to get
a good understanding
and a view into the digital
world. Looking into the
digital world cannot be
done by busting down
doors or reading a
thousand page report;
you have to employ
digital methods to review

and analyse digital data.”

There is currently a suite of three UFED
Analytics products which includes the UFED
Analytic Desktop designed for a small scale,
single user,. There is also the UFED Analytics

Yuval Ben Moshe
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“There is no escaping the fact that the
volume of digital data that are stored on
mobile devices is growing by the day,” he
explained.

“This then begs the question of what can
SIOs do with all that data? How do they turn
the data into something actionable,
something that can put some meaning with
the context of an investigation?”

UFED Analytics aims to help transform data
into insight both quickly and efficiently by
empowering investigators to easily and
effectively access digital data and
knowledgably sort through it. 

“We have to have something to aggregate all
the volumes of data from various sources
into one place and have some analytical
engine or capability to expedite the actual
human review of information,” he continued.

Investigative view
This powerful analytic engine helps merge
and combine huge volumes of data from
multiple sources into one investigative view
while indexing, analysing and enriching the
data with relevant tags and categorisations
to ease the review process.
This ‘investigative view’
could include link analysis –
helping SIOs understand
connections between entities
and people to provide a
valuable insight about who is
communicating with whom
and how often.  

Geographical analysis can
help establish the location
and movements of key
individuals in an
investigation.

A particularly exciting area is
text analysis. This goes beyond establishing
who is communicating with whom but can
also provide a detailed picture of the moods
from texts. A key word search can also be
deployed.

EXAMINER
Ease of processing and decoding a wide variety of 
digital data sources in one, intuitive platform to 
deliver quick insights

INVESTIGATOR
Direct access to all available digital data sources in one 
location rapidly uncovers leads, speeds investigations 
and solves more crimes

ANALYST
Merge large sets of disparate data, even historical 

PROSECUTOR
Collaborate, share and report on critical case data  
in real-time helps ensures successful and prompt  
case prosecution

COMMAND STAFF
Maximize digital forensics investments with future-proof 
technology and enable greater visibility to the entire 
forensics operation

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

policies, audit access and ensure the accountability  
of every user

6 7

MAKING DIGITAL EVIDENCE 
WORK FOR YOU



Workgroup that can be used by up to 50
users and the UFED Analytics Enterprise that
can be used by hundreds of users. 

Cellebrite is keen to point out that the new
technology is not designed to replace the
role of the hi-tech crime officer but rather to
complement it and provide SIOs with
additional intelligence designed to enhance
their decision making. 

Digital footprint
The fact that volumes of digital data continue
to grow at an alarming rate make this all the

most important explains Mr Ben Moshe.

“All actions that we perform, crimes included,
have a footprint and some breadcrumbs in
the digital world,” he said.

“If we’re building a big picture of what has
happened by combining pieces of the picture
then digital data is an essential part of this
puzzle and we can’t ignore it. 

“To do this effectively we have to employ
digital tools and methods to help build this
big picture.”

Cellebrite SIOs free demonstration day
SIOs are being invited to attend a free demonstration day with Cellebrite to get a
first-hand look at how UFED Analytics can be integrated into an investigation. the
day will provide SIOs with access to the technology and Cellebrite experts will be on
hand to explain how the technology can have a positive impact on the speed and
quality of an investigation.

the event will be held on tuesday June 28 at the rothley Court Hotel, Leicestershire.
too book your free place please email Dale Hazell on dale@the-investigator.co.uk

For more information about UFED Analytics go to www.cellebrite.com
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HOW TO enTer

Simply name the three famous actors shown below and email your answers to:

info@the-investigator.co.uk

• Gain an exclusive  insight from a law enforcement perspective into the online
world of the Bitcoin virtually currency and the criminals behind the illegal activity

• One day workshop delivered by world leading Bitcoin experts from Elliptic who
have helped the FBI, Interpol and some UK forces solve complex investigations
involving Bitcoin transactions

WIN
A chance for two people to win a free 

place on Bitcoin - investigating crimes 

involving virtual currency workshop
6 July | Rothley Court Hotel | Leicestershire

Terms & Conditions: The closing date for the competition is 24 June 2016 . The winner will be drawn at random on 

25 June 2016 and the winner will be notified by email. There is no cash alternative available. The editor’s 

decision is final. Email addresses will not be used by any third parties. Only one entry per person. Each place can be

used within the winning organisation/police force.

Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3



Bitcoin – investigating crimes involving
virtual currency – one day workshop

6 July | The Rothley Court Hotel | Leicestershire | UK

• Gain an exclusive  insight from a law enforcement perspective into the online world of
the Bitcoin virtually currency and the criminals behind the illegal activity

• One day workshop delivered by world leading Bitcoin experts from Elliptic who have
helped the FBI, Interpol and some UK forces solve complex investigations involving
Bitcoin transactions



The Investigator is hosting the latest in its
cyber crime series that looks at the Bitcoin
virtual currency and how it is used in some of
the most serious of crimes that are committed
online including drugs, theft, money
laundering and international arms trafficking.

Bitcoin is a form of virtual currently that has
been increasingly exploited by criminals to
carry out illegal transactions anonymously.
The fact that they can trade with relative
anonymity has made it a major challenge for
investigators to try and uncover the criminals
behind the illegal trading.

Our one day workshop is specifically tailored
to investigators and is designed to help you
investigate online crimes involving the Bitcoin
currency and maximise the investigative
opportunities.

The day will include:
• An introduction to Bitcoin, its history and its
uses both illegal and legal
• What is a Bitcoin address and how can
investigators use the address to uncover
criminals?
• What does a Bitcoin transaction look like? A
practical exercise will demonstrate this.
• What is a Bitcoin block chain?
• A look at the different types of Dark Market
places – delving in the murky world of the
Dark Web to uncover the illegal trading
opportunities that exist on this often
impenetrable section of the internet.

• A look at the types of crimes where Bitcoin is
used
• Case studies of ‘real life’ investigations from
both the UK and internationally.

Speakers
The day will be led by Kevin Beardsley and
Nathan Jessop from international Bitcoin
experts Elliptic. 

Elliptic is a unique organisation in that it deals
solely with Bitcoin offences and so has built up
an enviable expertise in this area. 

Experts at
Elliptic have
helped
hundreds of
investigators
and financial
institutions
worldwide to
trace illegal
Bitcoin activity and help uncover the criminals
behind the activity. 

They have been involved in solving crime
including drugs, theft, money laundering and
international arms trafficking. 

Together, Kevin and Nathan will provide
delegates with the benefit of their vast
practical experience in this area and are
available for more detailed training as a
follow-up from the workshop.

Who should attend?
The day is aimed at investigators of all ranks who want to develop and improve their
understanding of online bitcoin investigations as well as keep informed about current and
future developments in this ever evolving area.

Venue: Rothley Court, Rothley, Westfield Lane, Rothley, Leicestershire, LE7 7LG.  A discounted bedroom

rate is available at the venue, please email us for details.

Details: Registration 9.30am, start time 10am, finish 3pm. Refreshments and lunch are included in the price

Cost: £195 for one delegate or two for £350 (Quote code BC001 when booking)

Booking: Please send the delegates name(s), email address and purchase order to 

info@the-investigator.co.uk or telephone 0844 660 8707 for further information. 

Payment can be made by debit/credit card.

The Investigator

Tel: 0844 6608707 | info@the-investigator.co.uk | www.the-investigator.co.uk
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U
K investigators are to be given a
unique insight into how cutting
edge digital forensics techniques

can benefit major investigations at a
workshop this month hosted by CCL
Forensics. Carol Jenkins talks to Managing
Director and founder Andrew Krauze
about the thinking behind the event.

The fact that digital evidence has become the
lifeblood of most major crime cases has
provided both new challenges and
opportunities for senior investigative officers.
As technology continues to evolve at a rapid
pace, the proliferation of mobile devices has
increased the potential for investigators to
glean more evidence that can often mean the
difference between winning and losing a
case. With this brings the obvious pressures
around how to cope with the burgeoning
amount of data that now presents itself to
the SIO in each new case.

Most SIOs would acknowledge that while
they are investigation experts, they are not
technology experts and are focussed on
solving crime rather than keeping up with
the latest technological advances.

Expertise
Digital forensics specialist CCL Forensics are

addressing this very issue by opening its
doors on June 29 for an exclusive event
where it hopes to introduce SIOs to the ‘art
of the possible’ in cutting edge expertise.

CCL founder and Manging Director Andrew
Krauze will be fronting the event along with a
line-up of in-house experts to look at the
changing role of digital evidence in major
crime cases and to provide a glimpse of
some of the cutting edge solutions
pioneered by the company. Attendees will
also be given a rare opportunity to tour the
CCL digital forensics laboratories – one of the
few laboratories in the country accredited to
ISO 17025 (for PC’s, mobile devices and
Satnav analysis).

Positive impact
In an interview with the Investigator, Mr
Krauze explains that while the company has
been working in digital forensics since 2001,
that it was in 2014 that it came into its own
in terms of demonstrating how it combines
cutting edge technology with in-house
experts to help law enforcement agencies
process vast volumes of digital data in an
efficient and meaningful way that can have a
real positive impact on the outcome of an
investigation. 

Digital Discoveries
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Last year it ran seven pilots – for the police
and government agencies demonstrating
how CCL can combine technology provided
by Nuix with its own in-house software
solutions and forensics expertise.

Evidence
Mr Krauze explained how the technology
itself is not the panacea and that it’s the in-
house expertise that is the unique element.

“What makes us unique is that we have the
ability to extract data from mobile devices,
smart phone or tablets – all with different
operating systems and translate that data
into meaningful evidence that can be
presented to the senior investigating officer
in each case,” said Mr Krauze.

“When you look at the plethora of different
devices that are currently on the market, all
with different operating systems and the fact
that there are now more than 2.6 million
APPs, then this is no easy task. We have
spent the last five years developing
extraction routines so we can get data from
these devices that would have been difficult
if not impossible to extract using more
traditional methods.”

Internet of things
Their expertise is not just restricted to more
conventional mobile devices, CCL has in-
house experts that can also extract data from
an array of ‘internet of things’ devices
ranging from satellite navigation systems to
household appliances such as microwaves
and dishwashers that can help investigators
confirm or prove the whereabouts of
suspects and victims. 
Mr Krauze described the ‘internet of things’
work as a ‘fascinating area’ that is constantly
developing and evolving.

“If you look at what you can do to control a
house remotely or the technological
advances of cars then the potential to extract
data that may be relevant to an investigation
are endless.”

Intelligence
He described the Nuix technology as the

most powerful
data pre-
processing &
analytics tool
available on the
market today,
‘’Nuix can process
Terra-bytes of
data in a fraction
of the time of any
other tool,
allowing the
investigator to run
endless fuzzy-
logical search criteria to extract key evidence
and associations

“If you can imagine you have taken hundreds
of exhibits from a major crime case then that
could amount to 500 terabytes of data, quite
easily. 

If you were to print that out it would go
around the world a thousand times – that’s
how impressive the Nuix platform is at
processing huge volumes of data.”
It’s the job of the CCL experts in close
cooperation with the SIO to then process
that data into meaningful intelligence. 

Mr Krauze likened the process to a Formula
One car that doesn’t just rely on the driver
but needs a team of experts working to get
the most out of the car and the driver. 
CCL staff now go into forces and work in an
integrated way with major crime teams to
provide the kind of impartial and expert
advice that SIOs value. Much of their work is
to prove associations between people which
can be a vital element of most of today’s
cases.

training
SIOs will be given a first-hand look at the
combined offering of the Nuix technology
and CCL staff during the workshop day as
well as key presentations on other cutting
edge technologies. CCL has also established
its own training academy and courses are
available to investigators in an array of
subjects in the digital forensics and cyber
arenas. 

Andrew Krauze
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Benefits
Traditionally, CCL
staff has liaised
with hi-tech crime
units and they are
now keen to forge
new links with
SIOs who have the
autonomy to
purchase the
services of
external experts. 

“We all know that
SIOs are under
real pressure to
get results and
everybody wants
to get major
incident solved
quickly. Often,
wading through
so much data using traditional methods is
like trying to find a needle in a stack of
needles,” said Mr Krauze.

“Our technology offers them a way of turbo
charging an investigation and I think that
once SIO are made aware of the ‘art of the
possible’ then they will see how it can benefit
their work in a meaningful way.”

The day will also provide CCL staff with the
chance to gain a unique perspective from
SIOs who are attending from the forces and
other law enforcement agencies from across
the UK.

“I think attitudes about the private sector are
changing among our law enforcement
colleagues and they can see just how
valuable it can be if we combine our
respective expertise. Our workshop will
provide us with a real opportunity to put that
philosophy to the test and hopefully forge
some new relationships with SIOs from a
good cross section of forces.”

The workshop for the June 29 is now full but
anyone who would be interested in attending
a future event can email dale@the-
investigator.co.uk for more information.  
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editorial

submissions

Do you have a case study or a

research paper in policing, forensics

or cyber crime?

The Investigator is always looking for

innovative articles from law

enforcement agencies and inductry.

For further details or to submit an

article please email Carol Jenkins,

editor at: 

carol@the-investigator.co.uk

ADVERTISING
Why not promote your company to

over 7000 law enforcement

professionals around the world?

For details on available packages

contact Dale Hazell on +44(0)844

6608707 or email: 

dale@the-investigator.co.uk



Investigating cyber crime 
– practical workshop 
and training session

7 July | Rothley Court Hotel | Leicestershire

The Investigator is hosting a one day practical
workshop and training session designed to give an
expert insight into the subject of cyber crime and
the mechanics of the internet.

• Learn top tips and techniques for making the best use of open source

intelligence to solve cyber crime cases
• Our expert trainer will take you through the steps to solving an online crime
in ‘real’ time
• ‘Not to be missed’ workshop for ‘new to role’ officers and established
investigators who want to learn new skills and refresh existing knowledge.

SPECIAL OFFER: BOOK ON THE BITCOIN WORKSHOP AND ATTEND INVESTIGATING CYBER CRIME FOR JUST £75



Morning session 9.30 am till noon – practical theory session
In the morning session, delegates will be given an understanding of tips and techniques
they can use to enhance cyber crime investigations. 

There will also be an invaluable look at some of the most effective open source tools that
can be used to best effect in an investigation.

Afternoon session 12.45pm-3pm – live interactive training session
In the afternoon session, delegates will be given the opportunity to take part in a live
interactive training session where they will be given step by step guidance on how to
solve a cyber crime in ‘real time.’ 

Delegates will be divided into two groups and work as teams to help solve the ‘crime’. 
The session will help you put into action the theory of the morning session and help
develop and enhance your critical thinking skills in this fast-paced and challenging area
of criminal investigation.

Delegates need to bring their own laptops or share with a colleague if they want to take
part in the afternoon training session.

Our trainer
Our trainer for the day is Fred Crawley, a former investigator with Essex Police who has a
wealth of experience in cyber investigations. He is a qualified police trainer and has
delivered training at Essex Police College.

He now runs a specialist cyber training consultancy London City Cyber where he delivers
cyber crime training to the public and private sector throughout the UK and Europe.
Throughout the day, Fred will draw on his practical experience of cyber crime and will be
on-hand to answer any questions, problems or queries relating to current ‘real life’ cases
that delegates might have. 

SPECIAL OFFER: BOOK ON THE BITCOIN WORKSHOP AND ATTEND INVESTIGATING CYBER CRIME FOR JUST £75

Who should attend?
The day is aimed at investigators of all ranks who want to develop and improve their understanding
of online investigations as well as keep informed about current and future developments in this ever
evolving area.

Venue: Rothley Court, Rothley, Westfield Lane, Rothley, Leicestershire, LE7 7LG

A discounted bedroom rate is available at the venue, please email us for details.

Details: Registration 9.30am, start time 10am, finish 3pm. 

Refreshments and lunch are included in the price

Cost: £195 for one delegate or two for £350 

(£75 per delegate when booked with the Bitcoin Workshop, quote code BC/CT when booking)

Booking: Please send the delegates name(s), email address and purchase 

order to info@the-investigator.co.uk or telephone 0844 660 8707 for further information. 

Payment can also be made by debit/credit card.

The Investigator

Tel: 0844 6608707 | info@the-investigator.co.uk | www.the-investigator.co.uk
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Cell site analysis experts have
developed new technology that is

helping investigators access vital mobile
phone data in less than the time it takes
to make a cup of tea for a suspect. Carol
Jenkins reports.

For more than a decade, cell site analysis has
established itself as a tour de force in the
investigation world with more criminals
being caught out by their mobile phone
activity than ever before. 

Whilst cell site data has been an integral part
of many high profile murder cases, it can also
be open to challenge and has been the cause
of many a court room fisticuff between the
prosecution and the defence. 
The increasingly complex nature of today’s
major crimes and the growth in mobile
phone usage has put pressure on forces to
provide a greater breadth of cell site
intelligence in half the time.

Many forces have the capacity to conduct
their own in-house forensic radio surveys but
are either lacking the expertise or the time to
devote to the task. 

Experts
New technology called the Cell Site Analysis
Suite  (CSAS) developed by experts at
Forensic Analytics is helping many UK forces
transform the use of cell site analysis in
criminal cases. 

One of the most unique aspects of the
technology is that it was developed and
designed by the team at Forensic Analytics –
led by Joe Hoy and Martin Griffiths – who are
recognised cell site expert witnesses. 

“CSAS is an evidential system that is focussed
on providing an explanation as to why it
came to particular decisions,” explained Mr
Joe Hoy, who is also a published author and
trainer in cell site analysis.

“It isn’t just a black box that expels data
without giving you any ideas what has
happened during the process. It helps you
understand why the data got transformed
and how it got processed.”

Accuracy
The speed and accuracy with which CSAS
processes data is the jewel in the crown of

Line of Site
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the technology due to the fact it is
totally automated. Unlike a
manual process, you can
pass the same 50 files
through CSAS
repeatedly and you
get the same results
every time ensuring
robust evidence that
can withstand court
scrutiny. 

In one case, a UK
force was working on a
complex investigation
that involved a series of
thefts nationally. They had
both cell site data and ANPR
data to wade through and it took
them several weeks to manually
cleanse the data before they
could even start conducting
their analysis.  In contrast CSAS
processed the data in just 20
seconds and was able to give more in-depth
results.

In another force, an analyst was working on a
complex financial case that involved 16
defendants and some 40 mobile phones. She
estimated it would take three months to
process the data but was under pressure to
produce an initial report to be put before the
defence in under two months. 

Daunted by the enormity of the task, she
managed to loan a copy of CSAS which
helped her compile all of her analysis in less
than a month. Whilst the defendants were all
previously expected to plead not-guilty –
faced with compelling evidence that was put
before them by the prosecution – they all
pleaded guilty, saving a huge amount in trial
costs. 

Accurate 
Mr Hoy described the technology has
helping ‘give analysts their jobs back’
because it allows them to spend less time on
manual collation and more time to use their
analytical talents to provide investigators
with a more accurate picture.

The technology is also being
aimed at investigators with

little experience in
communications data. 

“An investigator can
arrest a suspect,
obtain their mobile
phone billing data,
run it through CSAS
and receive a call

schedule for the
relevant period and

also a map in the time it
takes to make the suspect

a cup of tea for his first
interview,” explained Mr Hoy. 

“In the past they might have had
to wait a week for an analyst to

compile a report which would
have meant they would have
had to apply for bail to extend

the custody before or would be faced with
releasing him on police bail. Often, using
CSAS, this gets avoided and helps save
valuable costs and time.”

Future
Exciting developments are being planned for
the technology and the team at Forensic
Analytics are now embarking on a
programme of work to provide a greatly
enhanced mapping feature, enable
investigators to use non-UK data as well as
keeping up with wifi data and changes in 4G
and, soon, 5G networks. 

There are a number of forces are currently
using and more are in the process of
evaluating CSAS.

“Our focus is on combining the latest
technology with our own personal expertise
to ensure that as mobile phone technology
develops we keep ahead of the game and
continue to take on board the needs of our
customers.”

For more information on CSAS go to
www.forensicanalytics.co.uk
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Children’s Commissioner Anne
Longfield, is calling on the UK police

service to pilot a ‘one stop shop’ support
project to help victims of child sexual
abuse.

Children’s Commissioner Anne Longfield is
lobbying for the UK to pilot Barnahus
(Icelandic Children’s Houses) to help victims
of child sexual abuse. The new approached
pioneered by Iceland has seen convictions
double and a reduction in victims trauma. 

Operating since 1998, the project provide all
the services for victims of child abuse under
one roof.  These include the forensic
interview, medical examination and
child/family therapy.

Convictions
The introduction of a ‘Barnahus’ in Iceland in
1998 resulted in the number of convictions
for child sexual abuse increasing dramatically
from 49 between 1995 and 1997 to 101
between 2011 and 2013. 

Ms Longfield believes there is evidence that
the approach minimises the trauma caused
to children as they give evidence to a trained
psychotherapist within days of reporting
abuse and therefore do not have to recount
their experiences of abuse multiple times to
different professionals as part of evidence
gathering. 

The majority will quickly have access to
therapy rather than waiting many months
and even years in this country.

The Barnahus approach has been so
successful in tackling child abuse in Iceland
that it is now use in Sweden, Denmark and
Norway.

Pilots
The Children’s Commissioner, who led a cross
Government delegation to Iceland in April to
see Barnahus first hand, brought together
Police and Crime Commissioner’s from across
the country to a meeting recently to explore
ways of piloting the approach in England.
The visit aims to improve understanding of
the Barnahus and its application in England.
Two pilots are proposed in London.

Ms Longfield, explained: “When it is
suspected that a child has been sexually
abused they often have to be interviewed
many times by the police, social workers and
medical professionals in an attempt to gather
evidence so that a case can go to trial. 

It is a complex, gruelling process which often
breaks down and which can take many
months. This can be incredibly traumatising
to the child.”

Delay
She pointed out that there may also be a
delay in them getting therapeutic support
whilst the evidence is collected for fear that it
may prejudice what they say. “The Barnahus
approach has proved to be incredibly
successful at overcoming these hurdles
where it has been introduced and I hope that
it will be trialled in a number of Police
authorities around England.”

Safe House
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I
nternational gangs dealing fake
money, medicine and passports are
pedalling their wares online in a bid to

pocket millions. the Investigator looks at
efforts by to thwart their actions.

Investigators across the world are facing an
inordinate challenge from criminals who are
using the internet to illegally trade in fake
goods. Interpol has co-ordinated a number
of high profile initiatives to fight-back and
help stem the flow of illegal activity. 

Interpol in conjunction with Europol carried
out Pangea IX, an international joint
operation targeting the illicit online sale of
medicines and medical devices which
involved some 193 police, customs and
health regulatory authorities from 103
countries.

Fake medicine
Operation Pangea resulted in 393 arrests
worldwide and the seizure of more than USD
53 million worth of potentially dangerous
medicines. In addition, potentially life-
threatening fake cancer medication,
substandard HIV and diabetes testing kits;

counterfeit dental equipment and illicit
surgical equipment were seized.

Private partners from the internet and
payment industries also supported the
operation, which saw the suspension of 4,932
websites selling illicit pharmaceuticals.
A mobile Europol office was deployed to the
dedicated operations centre at INTERPOL'S
headquarters in Lyon. Europol analyst
collected information and conducted cross
checks against the agency's databases, in
close cooperation with its liaison officer at
INTERPOL.

The operation also targeted the main areas
exploited by organized crime in the illegal
online medicine trade: rogue domain name
registrars, electronic payment systems and
delivery services. A further 700 investigations
have now also been launched by national
authorities worldwide with at least 40 cases
directly linked to organized crime.

Slimming pills
As well as raids at addresses linked to the
illicit pharmaceutical websites, some 334,000
packages were inspected and 170,340 seized

Counterfeit Kings
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by customs and regulatory authorities during
the international week of action (30 May – 7
June).

Among the 12.2 million fake and illicit
medicines seized during the operation were
slimming pills, anti-malarial and cholesterol
medication, erectile dysfunction pills, hair
loss treatments and nutritional products.
More than 270000 medical devices worth an
estimated USD 1.1 million were also
recovered.

Police in Hungary seized some 65,000 anxiety
medication tablets hidden in the back seat of
a car and inside the spare wheel, in the same
modus operandi often used to smuggle
narcotics and an underground laboratory
producing fake medication and steroids was
discovered in Austria.

Myanmar authorities seized illicit anti-cancer
medication and in Singapore, anabolic
steroids, sleeping pills, pregnancy test kits,
and drugs for infertility and weight loss were
also recovered during Operation Pangea IX.
An investigation by the US Food and Drug
Administration task force determined that
between August 2013 and January 2014, a
29-year-old man from California had sold
2.4-dinitrophenol (DNP) on eBay as a weight
loss product. One US customer died in
October 2013 as a result of DNP ingestion
and in May this year, the seller pleaded guilty
to one count of introducing an unapproved
drug into interstate commerce.

In May 2015, INTERPOL issued an Orange
Notice warning about the dangers of DNP
after one woman died in the UK and a French
man was left seriously ill after taking the

substance purchased on the Internet. 

Bank notes
Counterfeit bank notes are also proving big
business to criminals across the world. Only
last month, Bulgarian authorities, in close
cooperation with Europol, dismantled an
illegal workshop in the area of Pleven
(Northern Bulgaria) which counterfeited 100
euro banknotes. 

This seizure of fake banknotes is one of
Europe’s most significant in recent years on
account of the quality of the forged notes
detected in circulation in Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Romania,
Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain.

This operation was the result of an intense
cooperation between Europol and the
Bulgarian State Agency for National Security
and Ministry of Interior. Criminal intelligence,
gathered in different EU Member States and
shared by Europol, led to the location in
Pleven.

In this print shop, finished 100 euro
banknotes ready for distribution were found
as well as unfinished banknotes in different
stages of production. Europol officials
assisted the Bulgarian authorities during the
examination of the printing equipment and
counterfeits in order to gather as much
evidence as possible. The following items
were seized:  printing presses, laser
engraving machine, films, inks, hologram
stickers and other printing equipment. A
number of counterfeit identity documents
were seized as well.

Rob Wainwright, Director of Europol, said
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that ‘the global acceptance of the euro as a
stable currency with low inflation makes it an
attractive currency for counterfeiters.’

“The information gathered during the raid
and from the forensic analysis of the seized
banknotes attests to the huge production
potential of this criminal organisation, both
in terms of quantities of counterfeited
banknotes but also on account of their
quality,” said Mr Wainwright. 

“I am pleased to see Bulgaria's determined
fight against organised crime and such
operations are an important contribution to
the protection of the euro.”

So far, three members of this organised crime
group have been taken into custody.

Fake documents
Fake documents are also proving popular
with counterfeit criminals. A total of 16
people suspected of forgery of documents
on a large scale and the smuggling of
irregular migrants have been arrested in
Greece, and three in the Czech Republic.

These two parallel investigations supported
and coordinated by Europol targeted a
network of organised crime groups involved
in the massive production and distribution of
falsified or forged documents (passports, ID
cards, visas) to third country nationals. Such
documents were shipped through courier
companies to EU Member States and other
countries in Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
The forged documents were subsequently
provided to irregular migrants to enter the
EU or to legalise their stays there.

The investigation in Greece highlighted the
structure and the hierarchy of the Athens-
based network, which was composed of two
distinct criminal groups operating in parallel,
creating this way a sophisticated network of
illegal facilitation of irregular migration.

The first one was composed of Bangladeshi
nationals ('Criminal Group A') and the second
one of Sudanese nationals ('Criminal Group
B'). Investigations revealed that the Criminal

Group A sent via courier services at least 126
parcels containing travel documents, and
Criminal Group B 431 parcels over the course
of the last year only.

The fees for the forged documents ranged
from EUR 100 to EUR 3000 per piece
depending on the quality, type and country
of issue. The documents forged by these two
criminal groups included passports, national
ID cards, Schengen visas, driving licences,
asylum seeker's registration cards and
residence permits.

During the action day in Greece which took
place last month, Europol deployed a mobile
office to Athens to assist the Hellenic Police
with on-the-spot intelligence analysis. 
Throughout the investigation, Europol
facilitated the exchange of intelligence,
hosted several operational meetings and
provided tailored analytical support to the
investigation which has already allowed for
the identification of new international links
leading to Italy, Spain and Austria.

growing market
Rob Wainwright, Europol Director explained
that in the last two years they have seen
criminal gangs increasingly investing more in
the production of fake documents to support
a growing criminal market associated with
the migrant crisis. 

“Document fraud is now a highly important
enabler of organised crime operated by
groups involved in stealing or producing
counterfeit passports and other travel
documents. This operation shows our shared
determination in Europe to investigate and
disrupt those criminals involved in this illegal
activity."
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Let The Investigator 
run a learning day in your 

force or region for 
a fraction of the cost!



The Investigator is offering forces and regions a cost effective way of attending

our CPD conferences by hosting one of our events either in force or as a region

for as many of your staff as you’d like. 

We have organised more than three hundred conferences and have a

reputation for our top quality speakers, commitment to CPD and life-long

learning and to organising professionally-run events.  However, we accept that

budget constraints and pressure on abstraction rates might mean your officers

are missing out on our conferences/training events.

Book us to run an Investigator learning day in your force or region and for

one flat fee we will:

• provide the expert speakers – they will be guaranteed national     

experts in their field

• devise the itinerary

• run the day for you and make sure it keeps to time and is professional

• liaise with the speakers and pay their costs

All you have to do is choose the subject matter, provide the food and the

venue and as many staff as you wish. Here are some suggested topics, but

we are open to suggestions and can guarantee we can organise a learning

day in any subject relating to criminal investigation so please ask us today:

• ABE uncovered – witness interviews

• Prosecuting rape and sexual offences

• Investigative interviewing – suspect and witness

• Scene management

• Court Room skills

• Investigative Skills

• Investigating crimes including domestic violence, drugs, rape, fraud, 

economic crime, child crimes

• Cyber crime

• Forensics and digital forensics

• Open source

• Covert internet skills

• Or any specific area of you choice

Why not make Investigator learning day a regular training event? Share the

cost with your region and you could see your workshop/training costs

dramatically reduce.

For further information contact The Investigator Conferences on:

Tel: 0844 660 8707 or email: info@the-investigator.co.uk

RUN AN INVESTIGATOR LEARNING
DAy IN yOUR FORCE OR REGION FOR

A FRACTION OF THE COST!
• Less travelling • No hotels

• Reduced cost per head • Less time away from force

• Bespoke training • No arrangement time
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A
British man who used his position
as an English school teacher in
Malaysia to groom families and

gain access to children has been
sentenced to life in prison after pleading
guilty to 71 child abuse offences.

An investigation by the National Crime
Agency's CEOP Command was launched into
29-year-old Richard Huckle after he was
identified as the producer of indecent images
on a child abuse website on the internet.

When NCA officers arrested him in 2014,
they found 20,000 indecent images on his
computer, 1,117 of which showed him raping
and abusing children in his care. 

He had also created a 60 page ‘how to guide’
for other paedophiles, giving tips on how to
abuse children and evade capture. 

This document was ready for publishing
online. His behaviour included creating a
‘score card’ to rate how many children he had
abused.

Huckle, from Ashford in Kent, first visited
Kuala Lumpur in 2005. He took a gap year
placement in a township in the city, which is
not being named to protect the victims. 

In 2006, he travelled to Asia again where
spent two weeks in Cambodia, staying with a
local family. Whilst there, he took indecent
images of a child in the family.

He also returned to Malaysia, where he met
two girls, aged four and six. In 2007 he
stayed with the girls' family, taking up a
voluntary teaching post at a small tuition
centre in the village. He first sexually abused
and took photographs of the girls in 2006.
This abuse continued for the next eight years
until his arrest.

Between 2005 and 2010, Huckle visited
Malaysia eight times. In 2010, he moved to
Malaysia permanently and enrolled at the
Kuala Lumpur Metropolitan University to
study information technology. From May
2011, he started working as a freelance
professional photographer.

Huckle gained the trust of the families he
groomed by providing English language
tuition for the children. Between 2006 and
2014, he sexually abused a further 12
children including 10 girls and two boys. Five
of the children were living in a children’s
home.

Abuser sentenced
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In one incident, he took a victim for a day
out to celebrate her 5th birthday and
sexually abused her at his house.

Huckle was arrested at Gatwick Airport on
19th December 2014 as he flew back to the
UK from Malaysia. The CEOP Command’s
Victim Identification team conducted a
detailed analysis of over 20,000 indecent
images of children recovered from Huckle’s
computers and cameras, in order to identify
the time, date and locations of abuse, as well
as securing enough evidence to prove who
the victims were and the acts committed
against them. 

This enabled the prosecution to go ahead
without the need for the victims to give
evidence in court.

Huckle was subsequently charged with 91
offences, including 14 counts of rape of a
child under 13 years old, relating to five
victims aged between three and 12 at the
time of the abuse, and the sexual assault of a
baby believed to be six months old. 

The charges also include inciting two victims,
aged three and 10, to engage in sexual
activity with each other, which Huckle
photographed.

James Traynor from the NCA’s CEOP
command said: "Richard Huckle spent several
years integrating himself into the community
in which he lived, making himself a trusted
figure. But he abused that trust in the worst
possible way.

"He deliberately travelled to a part of the
world where he thought he could abuse
vulnerable children without being caught.

"The NCA worked to track down Huckle and
end his prolific abuse, using Section 72
legislation in this case, which allows UK
nationals to be prosecuted in the UK for
offences that have been committed overseas.
Borders are no barrier– we are determined
that those who go abroad to abuse children
will be held to account."

With Retsch‘s new 
CryoMill generation 
cryogenic grinding 
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and efficient!
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the UK has seen the first person jailed
for a new offence of controlling or

coercive behaviour that came into force at
the end of last year. the Investigator
reports.

A new offence of controlling or coercive
behaviour has been enforced for the force
time just five months after the introduction
of the new offence. 

The offence of controlling or coercive
behaviour applies in situations where the
people involved are in an intimate personal
relationship; or live together and are either
members of the same family. It also applies
to people who live together and have
previously been in an intimate personal
relationship with each other. The offence is
particularly relevant in domestic abuse
situations.

Abuse
The Government defines coercive behaviour
as an act or a pattern of acts of assault,
threats, humiliation and intimidation or other
abuse that is used to harm, punish, or
frighten their victim

Controlling behaviour is defined as range of

acts designed to make a person subordinate
and/or dependent by isolating them from
sources of support, exploiting their resources
and capacities for personal gain, depriving
them of the means needed for
independence, resistance and escape and
regulating their everyday behaviour

The consideration of the cumulative impact
of controlling or coercive behaviour and the
pattern of behaviour within the context of
the relationship is crucial.

Connected
An offence is committed by a perpetrator if
the perpetrator repeatedly or continuously
engages in behaviour towards the victim that
is controlling or coercive; and at time of the
behaviour, the perpetrator and the victim are
personally connected.

It also relevant if the behaviour has a serious
effect on the victim; and the perpetrator
knows or ought to know that the behaviour
will have a serious effect on the victim.

Landmark case
In the first ever UK case, A Merseyside man
who controlled every aspect of his victim’s
life has been jailed for the new offence. 

Coercive Control
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Adrian Lee, 21 of no fixed abode, was
sentenced at Liverpool magistrates’ court in
April to six months imprisonment and a
Restraining Order was imposed, preventing
him contacting the victim for two years. 
Lee had pleaded guilty to the offence of
controlling/coercive behaviour in an
intimate/family relationship. This is a new
offence which came into force at the end of
last year and is particularly relevant in
domestic abuse cases.

Lee admitted asking his 39 year old victim to
block her ex-partner on her phone and on
her Facebook account and told her not to see
him. As part of the controlling and coercive
charge he also admitted to using violence
against her on three separate occasions
causing a bruising and a cut to her eyebrow
which needed medical treatment after he
had pushed her into a wall.

In a statement to the court, the victim said
that she ‘couldn't understand why Lee had
treated her in this way when he had told her
that he loved her.’

She also said that the abuse had left her
feeling ‘nervous and depressed’, which in
turn made her feel "angry and frustrated".

Impact
Karen Renshall, reviewing lawyer at Mersey-
Cheshire Crown Prosecution Service, said:
“Controlling or coercive behaviour can have
an extreme psychological and emotional
impact on victims. This case shows that this
behaviour will simply not be tolerated.”
She said that ‘no-one has the right to restrict

someone else's freedom.’

“Adrian Lee controlled every aspect of his
victim's life. He prevented her from seeing
her friends and questioned where she had
been if she came in late.

“He stopped the victim from using her
mobile phone and controlled her social
media, such as making her delete friends on
Facebook and he has now been jailed."

Lauren Costello prosecuted the case in court
for Mersey-Cheshire Crown Prosecution
Service and said that the ‘victim in this case
showed real courage against this defendant
who'd had such a negative impact on her life.’

“The emotional impact of controlling and
coercive behaviour should not be
underestimated and in this case the
defendant had not only controlled many
elements of this woman's life, he used
violence as a further method of control,” she
said.

“She is now hoping to move on with her life
with help from the Restraining Order which
prevents the defendant from contacting her
in any way.”

Victim’s charity The Digital Trust has worked
tirelessly to get the offence introduced as
law. It has produced detailed background
information about the offence that can be
accessed by going to:
http://www.digital-trust.org/advice-for-dv/cc-
behaviours



Ablanket ban has been placed on so
called ‘legal high’ drugs. the

Investigator reports.

The UK will be the first country in the world
to introduce a total ban on legal highs with
the threat of tough new enforcement powers
for offenders.

The Psychoactive Substances Act was
introduced last month and will protect young
people by banning any production, supply
and importation or exportation for human
consumption of these potentially dangerous
drugs. The legal highs were thought to be
linked to the deaths of 144 people in the UK
in 2014 alone and have caused great concern
about their potentially harmful effects. 

The act provides a range of criminal and civil
sanctions including new powers for police
and tough sentences of up to seven years for
offenders. 

Psychoactive effect
The Government has announced that the UK
will be the first country in the world to put in
place a rigorous system of testing to
demonstrate that a substance is capable of

having a psychoactive effect, providing
evidence to support civil action and
prosecutions.

Minister for Preventing Abuse, Exploitation
and Crime Karen Bradley said that
‘psychoactive substances shatter lives and we
owe it to all those who have lost loved ones
to do everything we can to eradicate this
abhorrent trade.’

“This act will bring to an end the open sale
on our high streets of these potentially
harmful drugs and deliver new powers for
law enforcement to tackle this issue at every
level in communities, at our borders, on UK
websites and in our prisons,” she said.

“The message is clear – so-called ‘legal highs’
are not safe. This act will ban their sale and
ensure unscrupulous traders who profit from
them face up to seven years in prison.”

The blanket ban was introduced following
widespread concern from police about the
growing rise in the use of legal highs –
particularly among young people across the
UK. 
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Legal Highs
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Sanctions
Sanctions under the act include:
• up to seven years in prison for the supply,
production, possession with intent to supply,
importation or exportation of a psychoactive
substance for human consumption
• up to two years in prison for
possessing a psychoactive
substance in a custodial
institution
• prohibition and premises
orders, which will allow police to
shut down head shops and online
dealers in the UK, with up to two
years in prison for those who fail to
comply
• police powers to seize and destroy
psychoactive substances, search people,
premises and vehicles, and to search
premises by warrant if necessary
The government has already taken action
against so-called ‘legal highs’, having banned
more than 500 potentially dangerous drugs
since 2010 under the Misuse of Drugs Act
1971. 

New strategy
The new act will go even further but
legislation alone is not enough. The
government continues to take action across
prevention, treatment and recovery to reduce
harmful drug use and is working with experts
- including the Advisory Council on the
Misuse of Drugs - to develop a new drugs
strategy.

First arrest
Leicestershire Police are thought to be the
first force to arrest a 27-year-old suspect of
possessing legal highs just days after the law
was introduced. A local business also handed
in £4,000 worth of legal highs to police in the
wake of the new law being introduced.

Despite the legislation, national press reports
voiced concern over the number of university
students who are turning to a legal high
called Noopept to enhance their
performance and boost their ability to
concentrate during exams. 

The reports claimed that young people are

turning to Noopept more than ever before
and that the legislation has done little to
deter them. 

There is
even a group on
Facebook that promotes the benefits of the
drug and even provides guidance on where
to buy the drug and how to take it. 

This has led to some universities considering
introducing drug tests before exams to
ensure students are not given themselves an
unfair advantage by taking the drug. 

Harmful effects
According to advice given out by the Talk to
Frank website – not enough is known about
many of these drugs to know about their
potency, their effects on people, or what
happens when they’re used with other
substances or alcohol.

It said that while the packaging might
describe a list of ingredients but you can’t be
sure that this is what’s inside. So you can’t
really be sure what you’ve bought or been
given, or what effect it’s likely to have. Many
legal highs are sold under brand names like
‘Clockwork Orange’, ‘Bliss’, ‘Mary Jane’  and
some have been linked to poisoning,
emergency hospital admissions and, in some
cases deaths.

The main effects of almost all legal highs
which are also known as psychoactive drugs
can be described using four main categories:
stimulants, ‘downers’ or sedatives,
psychedelics or hallucinogens and synthetic
cannabinoids

Legal Highs
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Ajoint operation involving Kent Police
and the National Crime Agency

resulted in the largest seizure of
automatic weapons ever made on the UK
mainland. the Investigator reports.

The joint initiative made history by
apprehending a crime group who imported a
lethal arsenal of automatic weapons. They
bragged that they were ‘now officially
gangsters.’

Harry Shilling and Michael Defraine were
convicted at the Old Bailey following the
landmark case. The court heard that they
exchanged messages stating that they were
‘armed to the teeth’ after hearing that the
boat they used to bring the weapons to the
UK had arrived in Kent. They did not know
that the cache had been under surveillance
for days and was about to be seized by
armed officers from the NCA and Kent Police.

Ammunition
The haul of guns included 22 Czech VZ-58
assault rifles, similar in type to the AK-47,
and nine Skorpion machine pistols, along
with 58 magazines and more than a
thousand rounds of ammunition. 

Shilling and Defraine were found guilty of
importation and firearms offences following
a six week trial at the Old Bailey.

In the dock alongside them were John Smale

and Jennifer Arthy, who were both found not
guilty of importation of firearms and
conspiracy  to possess firearms with intent to
endanger life.

Three other men, including David Payne who
sailed the boat carrying the guns, had
already pleaded guilty. All five were due to
be sentenced as the Investigator went to
press. 

When Payne left UK waters on 9 August 2015
on board the MV Albernina, he was being
tracked by the NCA, working with partners
including Border Force, the National
Maritime Information Centre (NMIC) and
Kent Police.

The boat travelled to Boulogne-sur-Mer in
France where the guns were loaded on
board, and returned the following day first
arriving in Rochester and then moving to a
location near Cuxton on the River Medway.
That night Payne sent a text message to
Shilling’s right-hand man, Richard Rye,
stating ‘all done’. Shortly afterwards Defraine
and Shilling exchanged phone messages
showing they knew the boat had returned,
one of which read “We now officially
gangsters”.

Surveillance
On 11 August NCA surveillance teams
watched as Payne, assisted by Smale and

Operation Seventy
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another man, Christopher Owen, unloaded
bags and suitcases from the boat into a van.
After the van drove away armed NCA officers
moved in to intercept it without alerting the
other members of the gang, and arrested
Payne. Kent Police tactical firearms officers
then moved in to arrest Smale and Owen on
the Albernina and arrested Arthy on the
nearby Ali Kat houseboat where she and
Payne lived.

Defraine and Shilling were detained by
armed NCA officers outside a DIY store in
Orpington, where they had just purchased
spades and pick-axes to bury the weapons.
Rye tried to flee but was arrested in a nearby
McDonalds restaurant.

Weapons
The weapons were taken to a secure location
where they were examined by NCA forensic
experts. All were found to be viable firearms.
They had been previously deactivated under
license by a specialist firm in Slovakia, and
then reactivated before being acquired by
the Shilling group.

The NCA is now working with European
partners to investigate the source of the
guns. Rye and Payne pleaded guilty to
importation offences and conspiring to
possess firearms, while Owen admitted being
involved in the importation.

The others denied the charges but were
found guilty by a jury.

Powerful firearms
NCA Head of Specialist Operations, Rob
Lewin, said: “This seizure of automatic
weapons was the largest ever made by the
NCA – and, we believe, the largest ever on
the UK mainland. These are hugely powerful
firearms, and have, as the prosecution stated
in court, a ‘truly devastating capability’.”
He said that ‘we cannot say for certain what
the organised crime group would have done
with the weapons had they not been
stopped.’

“But the evidence pointed to them not being
afraid to use guns themselves to expand

their influence. They wanted to move up in
the criminal world from regional to
international gangsters.”

Mr Lewin said that the group was motivated
by profit, so we can only speculate that some
of these weapons would have been sold to
whoever had the means to pay the asking
price.”

rare crime
Detective Superintendent Mark Hall of the
Kent and Essex Serious Crime Directorate
said: “This case is a fantastic example of
partnership working using the combined
reach of both organisations to tackle
organised crime. Thankfully incidents
involving weapons such as this are extremely
rare in our county, and we are firmly
committed to keeping it that way.”

Deadly use
Tom Guest, Specialist Organised Crime
Prosecutor at the Crown Prosecution Service,
said: “This was a sophisticated operation
involving weapons with a lethal capacity. The
CPS built a strong case, working with the
NCA, Kent Police and international partners,
not only around the organised crime gang’s
plot to import the weapons – but also about
the intentions for their deadly future use.”

He said that the prosecution deployed key
evidence of email messages to demonstrate
the criminality in this case. Each defendant
played an important role in this operation
and was well aware of the danger of these
firearms, and the consequences of their use.”

Harry Shilling and Michael Defraine
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The Home Secretary has set out the most
significant changes to the UK’s anti-money
laundering and terrorist finance regime in
over a decade.

The government’s action plan for anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorist finance will
deliver on the aim, set out in the strategic
defence and security review, to make the UK
a more hostile place for those seeking to
move, hide or use the proceeds of crime or
corruption.

The action plan sets out three priorities:
• an enhanced law enforcement response to
the threats we face - that means building
new capabilities in our law enforcement
agencies and creating tough new legal
powers to enable the relentless disruption of
criminals and terrorists
• reform of the supervisory regime to ensure
that it is consistent, effective and brings
those few companies who facilitate or enable
money laundering to task
• increase the international reach of law
enforcement agencies and international
information sharing to tackle money
laundering and terrorist financing threats.

As part of the action plan, the government
will be seeking the views of law enforcement,
professional services firms, NGOs and big
businesses as part of a six week consultation
on a raft of measures, including: 

•fundamental reform of the suspicious
activity reports regime, under which people
in the regulated sector must report
suspicions of money laundering to the
National Crime Agency (NCA) - the regime
will be refocused to encourage better use of
public and private sector resources against
the highest threats and provide the NCA with
a new suite of powers
• the creation of new powers, including
unexplained wealth orders (UWO), requiring
those suspected of money laundering to
declare their wealth 
• the provision of a linked forfeiture power
for use where the answers provided are
unsatisfactory, or where the subject of a
UWO fails to respond
• the creation of an illicit enrichment offence,
for use when a public official has a significant
and inexplicable increase in their assets
• new administrative power to designate an
entity as being of money laundering concern
and require the regulated sector to take
special measures when dealing with them.

Home Secretary Theresa May said that
‘Britain’s world leading financial system is at
risk of being undermined by money
laundering, illicit finance and the funding of
terrorism.’

“The laundering of proceeds of crime
through UK institutions is not only a financial
crime, it fuels political instability around the
world, supports terrorists and extremism and
poses a direct and immediate threat to our
domestic security and our overseas interests,”
she said. 

“This action plan sends a clear message that
we will not tolerate this type of activity in our
financial institutions. We will forge a new
partnership with industry to improve
suspicious activity reporting, deliver deeper
information-sharing and take joint action on
enforcement,” she continued. 

“And we will act vigorously against the
criminals and terrorists responsible, to
protect the security and prosperity of our
citizens, and safeguard the integrity of
Britain’s financial economy.”

Money Laundering

the UK has announced
the biggest reforms to

money laundering regime
in over a decade.



The Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI) has
announced that Australia and Vietnam have
confirmed they will now start using the
identification software Bonaparte. 

Vietnam will use the software to identify tens
of thousands of victims of the Vietnam War.
Australia will be using the software to
improve the accuracy of identification
investigations.

Interpol and the Netherlands already use the
cutting edge software that is the first of its
kind in the world. 

Commissioned by the Netherlands Forensic
Institute (NFI), Radboud University Nijmegen
developed the software in 2007. 

Identification
Bonaparte has been developed in 2007 for
large-scale DNA identification investigations.
Development and improvement of the

software has continued, and it is now also
being used for DNA-kinship analysis for the
Missing Persons DNA database, in Familial
Searches (looking for relatives based on
offender DNA-profiles) in the DNA database
for criminal cases and at the IND
(Immigration and Naturalisation Service).

Australia use
Radboud University’s Stichting Neurale
Netwerken (Dutch Foundation for Neural
Networks or SNN) won the tender in
Australia with its submission of Bonaparte.
The tender was issued in efforts to further
optimise DNA analysis techniques in that
country. CrimTrac (national information
sharing service for Australian police) will use
Bonaparte for comparing DNA profiles for
the DNA database for criminal cases, for
Familial Searches, for identification 
investigations and for the missing persons
database. 

Victim Identification
two additional countries are now using a unique victim

identification system developed by the Netherlands
Forensic Institute (NFI). the Investigator reports.
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The program will be used by all the federal
territories in Australia. The number of users is
expected to exceed 200.

Vietnam: identifying war victims 
In Vietnam, Bonaparte will be used for
‘Project 150’. The objective of this 10-year
project is to identify a minimum of 80,000 of
the 650,000 unknown victims of the Vietnam
War. The Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen
Tan Dung started this project which has
grown to become the largest DNA
identification investigation in history.

Family trees 
Bonaparte makes it possible to identify
victims on the basis of DNA. In a matter of
minutes, Bonaparte can place DNA profiles in
family trees. For each victim profile, the

system then compares and calculates
whether it matches the DNA profiles of the
surviving relatives. The software is based on
Bayesian networks, making it flexible, fast
and very efficient to perform the calculations
necessary for the analysis.

Air disasters 
The system was used by the NFI to identify
the victims from the air disaster in Tripoli in
2010, and the victims involved in the crash of
flight MH17. The system is also used to
identify missing persons.

SMART Research B.V., the commercial spin-off
company of SNN, has entered into a
partnership with Australia and Vietnam.
Interpol started using the identification
software last year.
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